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  EXTRACT :  ( DOCUMENT PUBLISHED  →  August 2019 )  7 months  before the  ‘ Corona Virus (COVID-19) ’  Pandemic          .     

 
 
THE ‘ PASSOVER ’  . . .   A TYPE OF A  ‘ GREATER EVENT ’  YET  TO COME  !! 
 
If we look to the ' very earliest ' bible references to “ THE PLAGUE ” in  Exodus 11 & 12,  yet another stunning parallel  can 

be found, wherein the LORD pronouncing judgment upon the Egyptians, He promised protection to his people through 

the covenant of  ' THE PASSOVER '.   We know the ' blood of the lamb ' painted upon the doorposts and lintels brought 

salvation to the individuals within ' THAT HOUSEHOLD ' as the ‘ angel of death ’ passed overhead.  As we consider the 

terrible spectre of this approaching ' Nuclear War ' unleashed by man,  is it just coincidence that Psalm 91 ( also speaking 

in the context of " THE PLAGUE " ) details the ' exact same ' divine protection  WITHIN THE HOUSES  of  ' the faithful '  

during this  final ' Time of Trouble ' ? 
 

EXODUS 12 
 
v12  -  For  I will  pass through the land of  Egypt  this night ,  

           and will smite  ' all the firstborn '  in the land of Egypt ,  

           both man and beast ; and against ' all the gods ' of Egypt   

           I will execute judgment :  I am the LORD. 
 

v13  -  And  the blood  shall be to you for a token   

           UPON THE HOUSES  where ye are :  

           and  when I see the blood ,  I will  ' pass over '  you,  

           and " THE PLAGUE "  shall not be upon you to destroy you ,  

           when I smite the land of Egypt 
 

v23  -  For the LORD will pass through to smite the Egyptians ;  

           and when he seeth the blood upon the lintel,  

           and on the two side posts,  

           the LORD will  ' pass over '  the door ,  

           and will  NOT  suffer  ' the destroyer '  to come in  UNTO YOUR HOUSES  to smite you. 
 
 

In Exodus 12 the angel executing this judgment is also described as " the destroyer " [ H7843  ׁשחת  shâchath A primitive 

root ; to decay, that is (causatively) ruin (literally or figuratively) :- destroy (-er, -uction) , spoiler , utterly , waste ] 
 

This term " the destroyer " is almost unique in all the bible.  In only 'ONE ' other bible passage can this exact form be 

found.  It is in Jeremiah 4v7.  In speaking unmistakably of the Russian 'Gog' of the last days who will descend as an "evil 

from the north" upon Judah and Jerusalem, the prophet labels this foreboding end-times figure as "the destroyer 

[ H7843  ׁשחת  shâchath ] of the Gentiles ".  We know from countless other prophecies that Vladimir Putin  -  with the 

world's largest arsenal of nuclear weapons  -  will be the chief protagonist in the events leading up to ( and including . . ) 

Armageddon.  He will be ' the destroyer ', appointed by God as the ' agent of death ' to execute His righteous judgments 

upon the nations.  JUST as it was in Egypt.  Similarly,  as this approaching nuclear " PLAGUE " consumes the earth,  it will 

be 'the faithful' ( in Christ ) who will be afforded comfort and protection WITHIN the sanctuary of THEIR HOUSES.   Once 

again  JUST as it was in Egypt.    And EXACTLY as described in Psalm 91.   Surely in this we see God's Ways change not !! 
 

A consistent feature of God’s Word is that events in the Old Testament not only provide historical accounts of the past ,  

but often foreshadow greater , more significant  outworkings and fulfilments in the future , particularly in the ‘ end-

times ’.   How remarkable and fitting that  ‘ the Passover ’  as recorded in the Book of Exodus , is not simply an ancient 

‘ one-off ’ event from former times , but rather  - for ‘ the faithful ’ living in the very last days  -  a timely warning of 

catastrophic events soon to come ?   Such are the unsearchable ways of our Heavenly Father.    
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Within  ‘ THE PASSOVER ’  there are so many ‘ forward-pointing ’ parallels that speak conclusively to this event also 

having a latter-day fulfilment.  The terms  ‘ Egypt ’ or  ‘ the Egyptians ’  we know are frequently and deliberately used 

throughout scripture as a broader, all-encompassing reference to  ‘ the world ’  and  ‘ all nations ’  in all their 

ungodliness and idolatry.  Is this parallel terminology  just random chance  -or -  by purposeful design ?   
 

We know the original PASSOVER was a merciful act on God’s part to save His people and ultimately deliver them 

from their captivity and bondage in Egypt.  So it will be with ‘ the faithful ’ in the last days.  As we each wage a 

daily mortal struggle against the evils of the world ( Egypt ) we know we also shall soon be delivered from our own 

bondage and captivity ( to sin ) but not before the divinely appointed ‘ end-times angel of death ’ ( Vladimir Putin ) 

executes the LORD’s righteous judgments upon the nations.  It will be from these global atrocities ( largely in the 

form of nuclear annihilation ) that ‘ the faithful ’ will be preserved in their dwellings / homes.  JUST as it was in 

Egypt  . .  & again  EXACTLY  as described in Psalm 91. 
 

Furthermore , under the Mosaic Law the captive Israelites were specifically instructed to paint the ‘ blood of the 

Lamb ’ upon their door posts as a protection against " THE PLAGUE " sent forth by the angel of death.  Yet we know 

the Mosaic Law was later done away with by the Lord Jesus Christ.  It is for this reason that during this final  

‘ PASSOVER ‘  there will be no requirement  for ‘ the faithful ’  to literally and physically paint the blood of the Lamb 

upon our door posts and lintels , rather it will be our  personal  ‘ covenant relationship ’  with Christ  that will be the 

life-saving covering that will provide assurance and protection in the midst of this coming nuclear holocaust  .    

 

PSALM 91 

v1 -  He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High 

        shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty. 
 

v2 -  I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress : 

        my God; in him will I trust. 
 

v3 -  Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, 

        and from the  NOISOME  PESTILENCE 
 

v4 -  He shall cover thee with his feathers  &  under his wings shalt thou trust 

         his truth shall be thy shield and buckler. 
 

v5 -   Thou shalt not be afraid for the  ' TERROR BY NIGHT ' 

         nor for  ' THE ARROW '  that  flieth  by day 
 

v6 -   Nor for  ' THE PESTILENCE '  that  walketh  in darkness    ( ie. ' nuclear  radiation ' ) 

         nor for  ' THE DESTRUCTION '  that  ' wasteth '  at noonday    ( ie. ' nuclear  radiation ' ) 
  

v7 -  ' A THOUSAND '  shall fall at thy side , and  ' TEN THOUSAND '  at thy right hand 

         but  ' IT '  shall not come nigh thee 
 

v8 -   Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the ‘ reward of the wicked. ’ 
 

v9 -   Because thou hast made the LORD, which is my refuge, even the most High ,  THY HABITATION 
 

v10 - There shall  NO EVIL  befall thee, neither shall any  ' PLAGUE '  come nigh  THY DWELLING 
 

Truly , a most remarkable Psalm.     It is worthwhile to ‘ pause for a moment ’ and digest the full spectrum and alignment of 

metaphors and analogies brought together in this one small Psalm , which in concert vividly portray a full understanding of 

the shocking events to come.   For the ‘ upright in heart ’ who trust in God , this Psalm does ( and will ) provide the ultimate 

comfort , re-assurance and protection during the unprecedented and terrifying events  SOON  to explode across the whole 

earth as “ THE CURSE / PLAGUE / PESTILENCE ” ( foretold so long ago ) devours the nations & consumes their peoples . 
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